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1. We have now received, and carefully considered, legal advice in respect of the 

grant applications which have been made by the Conway Community Group 

and the proposed termination of the agreement with the Conway Street 

Women's Self Help Group. The former has been seen and endorsed by the Law 

Officers. 

Legal advice 

2. The Counsels ' Opinions are at Annex A (Conway Street) and Annex B (Conway 

Women). They confirm that there is a sufficient basis for refusing grant in 

respect of the Conway Community Group, in .that: 

(a) Counsel believes that the Secretary of State (and the grant-aiding 

Department) would be entitled, in principle, to refuse the payment of a 

statutory grant, even if the normal conditions for the payment of that 

grant were established, if he were satisfied that to pay it would assist or 

promote, either directly or indirectly, the aims of an unlawful 

organisation (paragraph 6 · of Annex A). It is not necessary, for this 
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criterion to be complied with, that the Secretary of State should be 

satisfied that the grant would actually be used for the purpose of an 

illegal organisation (although if that were the case the grounds for 

withholding the grant would be even stronger). It is sufficient, in 

Counsel's view, if the payment of the grant would enhance the standing 

of an unlawful organisation. 

(b) The strongest basis for the refusal would be if it could be justified on 

grounds of national security but even if that were not the case there 

would be sufficient grounds of public policy to justify the refusal. 

(c) Public policy could also be invoked as a justification for refusal if it 

were based on a reasonable belief that the grant would be used, directly 

or indirectly, to promote unlawful or paramilitary activities even though 

the organisation in question was not proscribed, although Counsel warn 

that, in such a case, it might be more difficult to persuade the courts 

that the facts were such as to provide such a reasonable belief. 

(d) Even if it were impossible for the Secretary of State to reveal the full 

facts which have led him to his decision, it should be possible to persuade 

courts to proceed on the basis that those facts exist provided that 

reasons are given in an affidavit (which could be in general terms) why 

the precise facts could not be revealed, for example, because national 

security was involved or the information on which the decision was based 

came from sensitive sources. I should, however, mention the 

qualification inserted by Crown Counsel in paragraph 7(iv) that the 

Northern Ireland courts might be less ready to take on trust an assertion 

of this kind than would an English court. 

(e) . Provided that the d.ecision to refuse grant. could be justified on the above 

criteria, no question of discrimination contrary to section 19 of the 

Northern Ireland Constitution Act 1973 should arise. 

In respect of the Conway Women's Group Counsel's advice is that we are 

entitled to exercise our right to withdraw from the contract at three months' 

notice provided that we do so on reasonable grounds. The main Opinion 

confirms that the considerations which we have in mind should constitute 
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reasonable grounds. 

Communication with the gr-oups 

3. The next step is therefore to communicate our decisions to the groups in 

question. In doing so we need to have regard to: 

(a) Counsel's advice that the refusal letter should preferably indicate the 

grounds for the refusal. 

(b) The need to ensure that the reasons given are fully consistent with the 

arguments that we may need to deploy subsequently in public or court 

defence of our decision. 

(c) The precedent that will be created for future cases, not all of which may 

be on all fours with the present cases (eg they may not involve a 

proscribed organisation). 

4. The Secretary of State will note the references in Counsel's Opinion to 

considerations of "national security". We do not think that it would be 

appropriate to invoke "national security" as such, as we can operate on "public 

interest" grounds. Counsel's Opinion confirms that "national security" is not a 

necessary factor, since furthering the aims of an illegal organisation gives 

sufficient grounds for a refusal. 

5. We also need to be careful not to create dangers for the staff who are directly 

dealing with the applications in question. Many of these staff are involved in 

frequent contacts with and make regular visits to those difficult areas in 

which such groups are based. If the impression were created that those staff 

were themselves involved in or had initiated the security consideration which 

led to, the ' refusal their , personal securitycQuld be put in jeopardy • . I feel ' on , . . . . 

balance that the most acceptable way of avoiding this would be for the 

Secretary of State to make a statement of his general policy prior to the issue 

of any refusal letter. Departments could then refer to this statement by way 

of explanation of their refusal of particular cases. 

6. Another reason for considering a public statement at the outset is that some 

general explanation of policy will certainly be sought after the first decisions 
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become public, and ·· we could find ourselves having to respond on an ad hoc 

basis rather than in the more carefully drafted terms of a considered 

statement. But there are also dangers entailed in the higher profile which 

such a statement involves, whether it is made before or after the first 

decisions. The more firmly and clearly we set out our position the harder it 

will be to make any modifications which experience may suggest to be 

desirable. Unionist politicians will no doubt welcome the statement at least 

insofar as it applies (as it will in the first instance) to republican groups. But 

they will press us to say why we have rejected some groups while still 

accepting others which in their view are no better. In many respects we are 

entering uncharted waters: we do not know exactly how many similar groups 

may be identified when we investigate further, but in practice most are likely 

to be less "black and white" cases than the two Conway groups. Since we will 

not be able to stand over refusals without a very clear security assessment it 

is inevitable that many groups will have to be given the benefit of any doubt 

that may exist. In this context it could be embarrassing to be committed to a 

hard-line policy if in practice it is seldom implemented. We might only 

provide fuel for Unionist politicians to argue that any group with Sinn Fein 

members should be debarred from receiving grant, and thus accentuate the 

controversy over proscription. And such a statement could also re-open (to 

our disadvantage) more important issues of paramilitary finance such as the 

black taxi operation, construction industry fraud, and drinking clubs. We have 

made or will be making progress on all of these fronts, but we cannot pretend 

to have solved all the problems that could well be highlighted. 

7. If, despite these disadvantages, the Secretary of State feels that such a 

statement should be made, then the most appropriate vehicle for it might be 

an arranged written PQ. Annex C is a draft of the sort of statement we would 

suggest. Annex D shows the sort of Departmental letter which might issue 

following that statement • . The drafts are tentative .as we want to have them 

specifically cleared by Counsel, and we will be guided by Counsel as to the 

factors to be stressed and the way in which they should be expressed . at this 

stage. In the case of the Conway Community Group, DED would write to 

LEDU in similar terms, as it is LE DU and not the Department which actually 

makes the payment, but the terms of the Department's letter would be made 

known to the group by LEDU. If however the Secretary of State feels that it 

would be better to avoid such a general statement then we would have to give 
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consideration to oLher ways of i::1voidiilg ~he security complications referred to 

at para 5 above. 

Lines of defence 

8. When these decisions become public we ca;") expect support in some political 

quarters but also considerable criticism of our action as being discriminatory 

towards self-help groups which are simply seeking to alleviate social 

disadvantage. In response to Press and Parliamentary queries we will seek to 

avoid being drawn significantly beyond the initial statements. But there is 

also the possibility of formal legal challenge, and we have considered with our 

legal advisers what challenges might be posed and how we would respond to 

them. 

9. Perhaps the most likely challenge would be to seek a judicial review of the 

administrative decision. The purpose of judicial review is to look at the way in 

which the decision to refuse grant was arrived at, and to establish that all the 

relevant factors (and no irrelevant factors) were taken into consideration. The 

Court would not seek to substitute its decision for that of the Department, but 

if it found a defect in the Department's consideration of the case it could set 

aside the decision and require the Department to consider the application 

afresh. Counsel's Opinion indicates that the Courts could be expected to 

accept an affidavit ·stating that the Crown had good reason to believe that 

grant would further the aims of an illegal organisation and that there are also 

good reasons why the grounds for that belief cannot be made public. This is 

the fundamental premise on which our legal defence rests, and Counsel's 

Opinion is reassuring in stating that it would be an acceptable defence. It 

should be noted that this defence may be more difficult to sustain if a non

proscribed organisation were in question (eg the UDA). We propose to be 

guided by Counsel in this regard, but it should be noted that this is largely 

untested territor·y in th~ Northern Ireland courts and that - as Coun ';el notesih 

. the manuscript addition of para 7 (iv) of Annex A -the Northern Ireland courts 

may be less ready to accept such statements than might be the English courts. 

If necessary an appeal on the issue of non-disclosure could probably be made 

from the High Court to the Court of Appeal, and even to the House of Lords. 

10. The possibility of a successful appeal under Section 19 of the Northern Ireland 

Constitution Act 1973 is not considered by Counsel to be an obstacle in the 
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present case (see para 8 of Annex. A). 

11. Finally there remains the possibility uf an investigation by the Pai'liamentary 

Commissioner for Administration. We do not feel that we could be vulnerable 

to a finding of maladministration. Under the terms of the Act we would have 

no right to refuse the Commissioner access to any relevant document, whether 

of a security nature or otherwise. However there is power to prohibit the 

disclosure of any particular information in any form by the Commissioner on 

security grounds, and this should be an adequate safeguard. 

Conclusion 

12. The Secretary of State is invited: 

(a) to note the terms of Counsel's advice (para 2 above); 

(b) to say whether he' would wish to make a public statement of general 

policy in advance of the issue of refusal letters (paras 5 to 7 above); 

(c) to agree (subject to Counsel's comments) the text of the draft statement 

at Annex C and the draft letter at Annex Dj 

(d) to note the possible legal challenges to these decisions and the proposed 

lines of defence (paras 8 to 10 above). 

(e) to note the possibility of a PCA investigation (para 11 above). 

Kl~) 

K P BLOOM FIELD 

24 May 1985 

/JH 
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ANNEX A 
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C Or~WAY STREET W01·1El~' S SELF HELP GROUP 

o P I I~ I 0 ~ 

1. Action for Community Employment is part of an extra-statutory scheme. Monies 

are voted by Parliament but the payments are not made under any express statutory 

power. 

2. According to the leaflet, each proposal i~ · considered on its own merits and 

the work undertaken must come within the broad ~iterion of being of benefit to 

the community at large. 

3. When Agreement No 2253 was made between the Department of Economic Development 

and Conway Mill Women Self Help Group I assume that the Secretary of State was 

satisfied that the proposal was of benefit to the community at large. Since that . 
time, he has had reason to Change his view. 

4. The extent to which the Crown has power to bind itself by contractual obligations 

is not clearly defined. In Rederiaktiebolaget Arnphitrite -v- The King L192l7 

3 KB 500, Rowlatt J ' held tpat the Government could not be bound by an arrangement 

whereby it purported to give an assurance as to what its executive action would 

be in the future in relation to a particular ship in the event of ' her com~ng to 

this country with a particular kind of cargo. He described it as "merely an 

expression of intention to act in a.particular way in a certain event." In 

Robertson -v- Minister of Pensions L194~7 1 KB 227 Denning J (as he then was) 

said at page 231 "In my opinion the defence of executive necessity is of limited 

scope. It only avails the Crown where there is an implied term to that effect or , 
that is the true meaning of the contract. It certainly has no application in this 

\ 

case. The War Office letter is clear and explicit and I can see no room for implying 

a term that the Crown is to be at liberty to revoke the decision at its pleasure 
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and 'without cause." 

.'. 

5. In· Agreement No 2253 Clause 3.3 (A) provides "Except in the circumstances 

'. 
described at 3.1, this agreemerit sh~ll remain in force until terminated by one 

. ~" 

• party giving the other three months' notice in writing to that effect". In my 

opinion it can be argued that for its part the Department has reserved an express 

power to ~evoke the decision to pay the grant. 

6. Although 1 have been unable to find any authority on the point, 1 consider 

that the decision under Clau e 3 . 3 (A) to terminate houl be exercised on 

reasonable grounds. If this were not so, then judicial re~iew of executive decisions 

could be avoided. A Department might decide to pay a grant and then withdraw the 

payment after three months under the terms of the contract. If the Applicant made 

&.fresh application, the same course could be follow ed. If I am wrong in my view, 

then ,the' Court could not examine the reason for the termination of the grant under 

the terms of the agreement. 

7. As 1 stated at the outset, this scheme is extra-statutory. As the Department 

is acting without statutory power, then it could be argued that it is not subject 

to judicial review. The position in law is far from clear. For example, 

c.ertiorari has bee.n held to opera te in the .case .. of the Criminal Injuri.e;i, Cqmpensation 

Board which was created to administer a non-statutory scheme for compensating • 
victims of crimes of violence by ex gratia payments out of funds authorised by 

Parliament. The Immigration Rules made by the Home Secretary under the Immigration 

Act 1971 have been held by the House of Lords to have "no statutory force" -

see R -v- Home Secretary ex p Zamir /19807 AC 930. The Courts have several 

times quashed immigration decisions for ~isconstruction or misapplication of the 

Rules though they have not said if they were treating the Rules as having statutory 

for~e or enforc ing non-statu ~ Q; '~lil· . E, ,,(.ALsion is attacked. then I would 
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in ' the present state of the law, I can go no further than to say that it is a 

possible line of defence. 

8. My advice is that the agr~ement can be ,terminated under Clause 3.3 (A). 

If the decision to terminate is made on reasonable grounds, a challenge in the 

Courts could be defended. If the agreement is terminated without such grounds, 

then it remains open to be argued that an extra-statutory decision cannot be 

c hallenged. 

Royal Courts of Justice 
BELFAST 

14 May 1985 
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ANNEX B 

Re: Conw.JY Communi ty Group 

OPINION 

\: 
(1) 'iVe are (j::k~d to advise on ,the question whether or not Government 

Depanm21lt5 in Northern Ireland may withhold, on the ground of 

co nnec tioil w ith paramilitary organisations, the payment of statutory 

gra ilt ::i tu community groups which in all respects have satisfied the 

.' 
requirements subject to which grant is payable. 

(2) A pO'.ver to pay grant is con fe:rred on the Department of the Environment 

ro r I'Jorthern Ireland by s.1 of the Social Need (Grants) Act (NI) 1970. 

Grane IT,,)y also be paid by the Local Enterprise Deveiopmerit Unit 

under the terms of its Memorandum. The LEDU is largely , controlled 

and tu,",dee[ by the Department of Economic Development for Northern 

IrE:liJnd . 

. (3) TJle Ccnway Cornmunity Group has made applications for grant which 

3 C2 i~t pr2sent beiore both DOE and LEDU for consideration. 

1 
i.4) , le :" , 0::1;;:: '1 ,: 0 .(..3rid Cinyvvay ior the purpose of this Op ;. ;on assumed) ' 

Ih eJt CG :i"'i UY fuliils all conditions of eligibility for the grants for 

'"hich it hdS applied. It is also ' believed (and it is enough for the 

0u rpo~a G r this Opinion that the bel ie f is resonably held) tha t Conway 

haS C Ci"i,l ~.: c tions with the Provisional IRA, not necessarily in the sense 

tt-,ac any yrdnt paid to it would be likely to be applied directly to 

unlaw ful pu rposes but in the sense that the payment of grant would 

enhar.'::2 (h2 s~~rCi~~ ~~~} i~{~rlAL Conway and so, at least 
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(5) We are instructed that in cases other than Conway the information 

available to Departments may well fall short of what would be 

necessary to prove a paramilitary connection or even to establish 

3 genuine belief in such a connection. It is thus the more important 

to take the stand of refusing grant in this case if that may be done 

'Ni th guod prospec ts 0 f successfully resisting any consequent legal 

challenge. •• 

(6) Generol Princ iples ,-
(i) It is Cl123r that the statutory and corporate arnngements 

ror the payment of grant by DOE or LEDU (which would 

be acting under directions given by DED) involve discretionary 

po wers. Two proposi tions apply as a matter of law to those 

powc;!rs: -

(3) they mu::> t be exercised only for the purposes 

for which they are conferred (Padfield v Minister 

Agriculture [1968] AC 997); 

(b) tne fdct that a candidate for grant fulfils all 

StJt20 nece~sary condi tions does not give rise 

[0 an ,ubligaeion to paygrarH to that candidate: 

"rnay" does nut become "shall". But refusal in 

such a case prima facie would call for some 

iusti fica tion. 

(ii) R2ru.5dl may be justified, no doubt, by widely varying 

ccncingencies. Funds may be limited, so that some fully 

quali fied candidates are sent away empty-handed; or a super-

vening c.J'lernment policy may indicate refusal. In a case like 



thE: present, we are of the clear view that refusal would 

• 
be justifiable if it were done for reasons of notional 

secu;-i ty. But there is no reason to suppose that that 

would Oe the only supervening consideration of policy 
to 

which could arnount ~ just4tfication. In our Opinion, were 

[I-le- c.ppr ;jpriate u=parlmerlts to believe that a particular 

ca r~ d;d':';i.E: hod connections with, and directly or in,jirectly 

proposed to ~assist, an unlawful organisation, refusal could 

be justified on grounds of public policy notwithstanding that 

it might be impossible to assert any danger to national security, 

and notwithstanding that the candidate its~lf was in no 

sensel an unlawfully constituted organisation. A fortiori 
• 

i J it If/ere an unlaw ful organisation. 

(iii) Thcs~ considerations merely exemplify the application of 

tlit: \vcll-known administrative law canons set out in 

Wt::dr iE:sbury [1948) I KB 223 and Padfield (see above); and 

in pi:lrt icular as regards national security, see 

CC~; U v /'vlin lst8r for the Civil Service [1984] 3 AER 935. 
" 

but this says naming about the evidence which would have to 

be ~I'~:it.: j ltc::d . to tt1E: Court in response to a legal challenge; 

and to this we now turn. 

(7) Evidence 

(j) A (e j u::;al based on grounds for which the Department had no 

EvidEr,c2 would in principle be liable to be quashed in judicial , 
review proceedings on Wednesbury grounds. But it does not 

follow from this that in every case the Department must make 

its evid.::r,ce publIc . as the. price of the judicial review's being 

dismissed. 



/ 
(ii) If a Cl"ldllange ta a refusal is brought, it will no doubt be 

necessary to go on affidavit to set out the grounds of the 

refusal (and this may - and pI;eferably should - already 

have been done in the refusing letter). The grounds may 

be, for example, that the Secretary of State has reason to 

bel i.::ve that an award of grant may promote or assist [he 

aims and objects of an illegal organisation. If the 

Depot [iJ1E::nt can give the 'chapter and verse' which would 

lie b2i1ind such an assertion, so much the better; but if 

(as is no doubt the likelier position)" it cannot, save with 

unacceptable consequences, do so, then in our Opinion it 

would be appropriate to state on affidavit'the reason why 

it canno t: here again, the reason may be that national 

security would or might be imperilled. We would expect the 

Court to accept the assertion of such a reason without more. 

Tile re'::i50n might be that the information in question has 

co,'ne from a source whichrnight not be available in the 

future if its identity were disclosed. Again, we would 

expect the; Court to accept the assertion of such a fact, 

eS~t;ci31Iy if it were supported by evidence (couched, 

nec2ssarily, in most general terms) that the source in 

qL.p.stL; rl h~d in me past been p,fOlOO to be a reliable 

Pt'G,; ,j ,,:;' 0 f impc'nan t information. ' In ei ther of these cases, 

'i'/ 2; 't.Guld exr-ect the Court to proceed on the footing 

tr-,at the Lro '.vn had the grounds assertad, without requiring 

proc.r.J( ch2m. in any other class of case it would presumably 

b2r:OSSlb!,2 to gi'.'e the underlying evidance. 

(iU) In theabsc:nce of any statutory appeal route, the only procedurally 

proper fIl::ans of challenging a refusal would be by application 

1 



for judicial review. 'Evidence in such proceedings is normally 

given on affidavit. We should, however, refer to the fact that 

the Court has power to order crass-examination; and it would 

by .'; ro ng to exclude the possibility that such an order might 

be mode. Nevertheless, such a course remains wholly 

exc2ptiuI 'Ial in the English judicial review jurisdiction although orders 

have occasionally in recent years been made. Since the purpose 

u f ':iCi.3:3-2 xamination could (presumably) only be to test the 
! 

scrt: ngth of the Department's case vis-a-vis the assertion, 

.' 
for inst6lCe,of a paramilitary connecti'on, any application 

to cros!l-examine aught to fail if we are right in our view that 

trle Court would accept a statement of the reasons far a 

re fusal to disclose the evidence supporting such an assertion 

i f mey ', /ere grounded in national securi ty or the public policy 

need (0 prot8ct source's of sensitive information. 

> 
(8) The i'brthcrn Ireland Constitution Act 1973, s.19 

Thb provision proscribes discrimination "in ,the discharge of functions 

rdatir.J to I"lurthern Ireland against any person or class of persons 

Q,l tl -; 2 grLiund of religious belief or political opinion". Clearly a 

i=[..J:'3! uf .:;J C3nt to a cClndidate an ,the grounds only that it had 1 

::: i ,- " lfJ:J :h~ 1,1' conr,eccion5 with any political party - including, of 

,:'; ,J U,' .:.ic, S: :'I:i t=ein - ,./oulj be unlaw fu!. But this consideration in 

no way lirrd (S, as a matter of law, what , we ,have said in paragraph 

(5)(ii) : .2 ru nd 0 f grant will be justi fied on the strength 

ef 3 re.:t ~,:)n3Jle belief tllat its payment will promote or assist 

the purpos.::s of an unlaw ful organisation. That said, there 

may /v.::!11 be instances when it will be difficult (notwithstanding 

" .. hat ';' /2 h,':i '/ ': said about evidence in paragraph (7) to make out 
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such ' a ca:5c in practice. Clearly, if ~ that is known about 

a particular candidate i s that it -has connection with Sinn Fein 

because (for c~ample) some of its officers are members of that 

party, that: will not be enough. 

(9) Conclu o;i cn 

Our rl ;'J~Wf:~r co the general question posed in paragraph (I) is 

in [he ,:;U i rmative, as explained (in particular) in paragraph (6)(ii). 

Lt Wuuld S2em wholly appropriate ta~ re.fuse grant to Conway, 

and 'N e are cp tim istic as to the praspec ts a f success in resisting 

any consequent challenge to such a refusal. 

JOH'N G McK. LAWS 

29. iv 1985 
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CONWAY 

Add . at the end of para. 6(ii) of the Opinion: 

. 
But the entitlemc:nt to retuse .. is not~n our Opinion, anyway 

limited to case7 where an unlawful organisation is involved 

(eithar ::IS the c3r •• "lid3te for grant or as a body with which 

the candida Le has connections): the entitlement springs 

from the prc..pcsicion that the Crown may lawfully decide 

whetr,er to e;< 2rcise or decline to exercise a discretionary 

power 3ccordi"~ to the policy of the Government, provided 

that it does not fettar its discretion and that the policy 

in question is not itsalt unlawful. Thus a refusal on the 

grounds that the candidate, not being itself an unlawful 

organisation, is c::ngaged in unlawful activities or activities 

which are intrili;:;ic .:::dly contrary to the public interest 

-(SUCh as paramilitary activities) would in our view in principle 

be justified (aJtnoU,]tl in the event of a legal challenge it 

might be more difficult in this class of case to persuade the 

Court of the necessary facts or of a reasonable belief in 

the ncc2s2ary f:lets). 

Johl~ G McK ' Laws' 

and for Anthony Campbell Q.C. 

7.'1.1985. 
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ANNEX C 

DRAFT QUESTION 

To ask the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland whether he has in mind any new 

steps to ensure that Government financial support for community activities is not 

used to foster the aims and objectives of paramilitary interests. 

DRAFT REPLY 

Yes sir. It is the government's policy to encourage voluntary and community based 

activity which has the genuine aim of improving social, environmental or economic 

conditions in areas of need, and various grant-aid schemes exist for such purposes. 

However I am satisfied, from information available to me, that there are some cases 

in which particular community groups, or persons prominent in the diraction or 

management of such a group, have sufficiently close links with paramilitary 

organisations as to give rise to a grave risk that to give support to that group would 

have the effect of improving the standing and furthering the aims of a paramilitary 

organisation, whether directly or indirectly. I do not consider that any such use of 

government funds would be in the public interest, and I will therefore be directing 

Departments that proposals for financial assistance from these groups should be 

rejected as contrary to the public interest. 
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ANNEX D 

DRAFT LETTER DED TO CONWAY WOMEN'S GROUP 

I refer to the agreement [dated lwhich provides for grants of [ ] to be 

paid in r~pect of [ ] and which includes provision for termination at three 

months' notice on either side. 

You may be aware that the Secretary of State has recently indicated in Parliament 

that he believes that in some instances there are connections between community 

groups and paramilitary organisations, and that in such circumstances he believes 

that it would not be in the public interest for grants to be paid. I enclose a copy of 

the Secretary of State's statement. 

I am directed to inform you that the Secretary of State has decided that it is not in 

the public interest that grant should continue to be paid under the agreement of [ ] 

In accordance with [Clause ] of the agreement the Department therefore gives 

notice that the agreement is hereby terminated with effect from [ ]. 

/JH 
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